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fire-tipped arrow instead of a normal
arrow. I'm wondering if I can make the

bow a fire weapon, and then have a phaser
weapon on the rack in case I need to get

out of the fire fight. Am I eligible to make
any of my weapons fire during the day?
What about during rain? A: Yes, you can

design weapons to have additional effects.
In this case, you can decide if the weapon
causes damage or fire, but you can't link it
to a faction if the game engine won't allow

it. You can, for example, design a
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crossbow that fires fire arrows (or, with
support DLC, bolt crossbows), but you
can't link it to a faction fire weapon,

because in vanilla TES:Oriental Realms
it's faction fire weapons that fire fire

arrows. You can also design a sidesword,
where the blade has fire effects in

addition to the normal slashing or cutting
effects. You can also design lightning

bolts, which are handled the same way as
fire arrows, i.e. they cause damage but can

be linked to other features of the game.
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You can link it to a faction lightning bolt
(the one you find under the "wands"

category) or design a separate one. But the
actual design of the weapon will be

independent of the class that uses it. This
means that you can design a crossbow that

fires fire arrows, but the cost of it will
affect only the crossbow itself, not the

class that uses it. Note that effects such as
these are one-time effects: The same bolt
that hits a target twice won't have twice

the effect (like a crossbow has two bolts).
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Note also that you can design unlinked
items in the same way: A linked cutlass
will cut both properly and will have the
same effects, but you can also design a
cutting weapon that does damage but

doesn't have any faction-related effects
and a weapon that 3e33713323
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